Ball Jar Sweater
(because jars get chilly, too!)

Created by Stephanie Ackerman
www.homegrownhospitality.typepad.com

Start with a Ball Jar (any size!) a piece of paper,
pen, scissors, pins, thread and needle..and a sleeve
from a sweater (hopefully not from the one you are
wearing!)
Trace around the bottom of the jar to create a circle
pattern. Cut out circle and throw the paper away (or
use the scrap to make a list of the things that you
should be doing while you are making this cute
thing!

Cut the arm piece off of a sweater. Turn your jar upside down so that the bottom is
facing up. Slip the arm piece over the jar so that the cuff is at the “mouth” top of the
jar.

Now, flip your jar right side up and fold up the extra part of
the sleeve up (refer to photo) Flip your jar over again and
using a pen, mark a little “cut” line, slide the arm piece off
and trim that extra off!

Using the extra sweater scrap piece that you just cut off (or another piece of your sweater..hey,
you might as well cut it up, you cannot wear it with just one arm) pin the circle pattern that you
created onto the scrap piece and cut out a circle.

Turn your Jar Sweater INSIDE OUT and pin the circle piece to the bottom of your INSIDE OUT
jar sweater piece. (refer to photo below) Stitch all the way around circle. Turn Jar Sweater
right side out.

Slide your Jar Sweater onto your jar, fold cuff down and embellish with a piece of
coordination trim and/or ribbon and do not forget to fill the jar!

I would LOVE to see what you are creating..please visit my blog at
www.homegrownhospitality.typepad.com and email me at homegrown1@att.net

Happy Creating,
Stephanie

